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Abstract
Surrogate strategies are used widely for uncertainty quantification of groundwater
models in order to improve computational efficiency. However, their application to
dynamic multiphase flow problems is hindered by the curse of dimensionality, the sat-
uration discontinuity due to capillarity effects, and the time-dependence of the multi-
output responses. In this paper, we propose a deep convolutional encoder-decoder
neural network methodology to tackle these issues. The surrogate modeling task is
transformed to an image-to-image regression strategy. This approach extracts high-
level coarse features from the high-dimensional input permeability images using an en-
coder, and then refines the coarse features to provide the output pressure/saturation
images through a decoder. A training strategy combining a regression loss and a
segmentation loss is proposed in order to better approximate the discontinuous sat-
uration field. To characterize the high-dimensional time-dependent outputs of the
dynamic system, time is treated as an additional input to the network that is trained
using pairs of input realizations and of the corresponding system outputs at a limited
number of time instances. The proposed method is evaluated using a geological carbon
storage process-based multiphase flow model with a 2500-dimensional stochastic per-
meability field. With a relatively small number of training data, the surrogate model
is capable of accurately characterizing the spatio-temporal evolution of the pressure
and discontinuous CO2 saturation fields and can be used efficiently to compute the
statistics of the system responses.
Keywords: Multiphase flow, geological carbon storage, uncertainty quantification,
deep neural networks, high-dimensionality, response discontinuity, image-to-image re-
gression.
1 Introduction
Multiphase flow models are important tools in understanding the subsurface fluid
flow processes involved in enhanced oil recovery, non-aqueous phase liquid pollution,
and geological carbon storage (GCS). The model predictions (e.g., pressure and satu-
ration) inherently involve some degree of uncertainty, which can result from the het-
erogeneity of the subsurface media property (e.g., permeability). The heterogeneous
nature of the media, together with our incomplete knowledge about their properties,
necessitate modeling of these systems with stochastic partial differential equations
(PDEs) with random input parameters [Liao et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2016]. The random
inputs to the stochastic PDEs hence lead to uncertain model predictions. Quantifying
the influence of uncertainties associated with media properties on the model outputs
is an indispensable task for facilitating science-informed decision making [Kitanidis,
2015; Lu et al., 2016]. The Monte Carlo (MC) method is commonly used to address
such uncertainty quantification (UQ) problems [Ballio and Guadagnini , 2004]. How-
ever, the large number of realizations (i.e., simulation runs) needed to obtain accurate
statistics makes such approaches computationally impractical for computationally de-
manding multiphase flow models.
Computationally efficient surrogate methods have achieved an increased popu-
larity over the past decade [Asher et al., 2015; Razavi et al., 2012]. A surrogate model
that is trained with a small number of model runs can provide an accurate and efficient
approximation to the model input-output relationship. It can then be used as a full-
replacement of the actual model when performing UQ tasks. Many surrogate methods
based on the polynomial chaos expansion [Xiu and Karniadakis, 2002], Gaussian pro-
cesses [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006], and neural networks [Hornik et al., 1989] have
been applied widely to address UQ tasks in groundwater models with random inputs
and have shown an impressive approximation accuracy and computational efficiency in
comparison to MC methods [Chan and Elsheikh, 2018; Creville´n-Garc´ıa et al., 2017; Li
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et al., 2009; Liao and Zhang , 2013, 2014, 2016; Liao et al., 2017; Meng and Li , 2017;
Mu¨ller et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2017].
In this paper, we are concerned with transient multiphase flow problems in highly-
heterogeneous subsurface media. For this kind of problems, three major challenges
arise associated with the development of surrogate models.
First, most existing surrogate methods fail to work when the input dimension-
ality increases [Lin and Tartakovsky , 2009; Ma and Zabaras, 2009, 2010; Liao et al.,
2017; Tian et al., 2017]. The high-dimensionality may result from the random hetero-
geneous media property (e.g. permeability), where often the input dimensionality is
equal to the number of spatial grid points (pixels) used to define the property. One
approach to alleviate the curse of dimensionality is to employ dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques, such as the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion [Zhang and Lu, 2004], vari-
ational auto-encoders [Laloy et al., 2017], and generative adversarial networks [Chan
and Elsheikh, 2017; Laloy et al., 2018]. These methods produce a low-dimensional la-
tent representation of the random field. One then constructs a surrogate model from
this latent space to the model outputs [Laloy et al., 2013; Li et al., 2009; Liao and
Zhang , 2013, 2014, 2016; Liao et al., 2017; Lin and Tartakovsky , 2009; Meng and Li ,
2017; Mu¨ller et al., 2011]. However, since realistic subsurface media properties are
highly-heterogeneous, their reduced representation remains high-dimensional (> 100).
One can use adaptivity to further reduce the computational cost, in which the training
samples for surrogate construction are adaptively selected, e.g., based on the impor-
tance of dimensions [Ganapathysubramanian and Zabaras, 2007; Liao et al., 2017] or
local response nonlinearity [Ma and Zabaras, 2009; Mo et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2013].
Such adaptive strategies can somewhat reduce the number of training samples, but the
improvement is relatively limited for surrogate construction in problems of high-input
dimensionality.
Second, for multiphase flow problems, the saturation profile is discontinuous in
the spatial domain due to capillarity effects. This discontinuity leads to one in the
stochastic space as well making it extremely challenging to accurately approximate due
to the fact that most surrogate models are continuous and often differentiable [Asher
et al., 2015; Mo et al., 2017; Xiu and Hesthaven, 2005; Liao and Zhang , 2013, 2014,
2016; Liao et al., 2017; Lin and Tartakovsky , 2009]. A variety of approaches are pro-
posed to handle discontinuities. For instance, Ma and Zabaras [2009, 2010] presented
an adaptive hierarchical sparse grid method to locally refine discontinuous regions
under the guidance of the hierarchical surplus. Liao and Zhang [2013, 2014, 2016] pro-
posed a series of transformed probabilistic collocation methods which approximate
some alternative to the saturation variables having smooth relationship with the in-
puts. Liao et al. [2017] proposed a two-stage adaptive stochastic collocation method
in which the pressure and velocity were first generated by surrogate models and then
substituted into the PDE to solve for the saturation. These methods even when they
capture well the discontinuity remain prompt to the aforementioned curse of dimen-
sionality.
Third, for dynamic problems, the surrogate model should be able to predict
efficiently the model outputs at arbitrary time instances. Constructing such a surrogate
model is challenging. One common solution is to approximate the outputs at only one
or several specific time instances [e.g., Li et al., 2009; Lin and Tartakovsky , 2009; Liao
and Zhang , 2013, 2014, 2016; Liao et al., 2017]. Such methods will not be appropriate
in capturing the time-dependence of the model response fields.
In summary, the three aforementioned challenges together make it difficult to
address UQ tasks for dynamic multiphase flow models using traditional surrogate
methods and call for innovative solutions.
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Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved an increased popularity in many
communities such as computer vision [Badrinarayanan et al., 2017; He et al., 2016],
dimensionality reduction [Chan and Elsheikh, 2017; Laloy et al., 2017, 2018], and sur-
rogate modeling [Tripathy and Bilionis, 2018; Zhu and Zabaras, 2018] due to their
robustness and generalization property. The basic idea of DNNs for surrogate model-
ing is that one can approximate underlying functions through a hierarchy of hidden
layers of increasing complexity. Deep neural networks tackle the curse of dimension-
ality though a series of inherent nonlinear projections of the input into exploitable
low-dimensional latent spaces. They also scale well with the dimensionality due to the
minibatch approach used when training the network [Goodfellow et al., 2016].
Two successful applications of DNNs in UQ of elliptic stochastic PDEs with high-
dimensional random inputs were reported recently [Zhu and Zabaras, 2018; Tripathy
and Bilionis, 2018]. In Tripathy and Bilionis [2018], the DNNs were used to approx-
imate some scalar quantity of interest and were capable of making predictions given
input fields at arbitrary correlation lengths. Zhu and Zabaras [2018] transformed the
surrogate modeling task to an image-to-image regression task by using a convolutional
encoder-decoder network. The encoder is used to extract coarse features from the high-
dimensional input field which are subsequently used by the decoder to reconstruct the
output fields. The high-dimensional input and output fields were treated as images and
a dense fully convolutional network architecture was used to alleviate the ‘big data’
requirement of deep learning. Both the encoder and decoder were composed of fully
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which are well suited for image processing as
they explicitly consider the spatial structure of the data [Goodfellow et al., 2016; Gu
et al., 2018; Laloy et al., 2017, 2018]. This method showed promising computational
efficiency in UQ for problems with up to 4225 input dimensions [Zhu and Zabaras,
2018].
In this paper, we extend the dense fully convolutional encoder-decoder net-
work architecture presented in Zhu and Zabaras [2018] to propose a deep convolu-
tional encoder-decoder network method to efficiently address the UQ problem for dy-
namic multiphase flow models with high-dimensional inputs and outputs. We adopt an
image-to-image regression strategy. The employed network architecture substantially
strengthens the information propagation through the network, providing an efficient
way to obtain an accurate surrogate to our dynamic system. To accurately charac-
terize the discontinuous saturation front, we introduce a two-stage network training
strategy combining a regression loss with a segmentation loss. The intuition behind
introducing the segmentation loss is inspired by the fact that for a sharp saturation
front, it is easy to classify if a spatial grid point has a non-zero saturation. A binary (0
or 1) image is added as an extra output of the system capturing this information. The
segmentation loss is mostly caused by the mismatch in regions around the saturation
front. We will show that this strategy can signicantly improve the approximation of the
discontinuous saturation front especially when the training data is limited. To address
the dynamic nature of the problem, time will be treated as an extra network input.
We will demonstrate that our model, trained with outputs at only a limited number of
time instances, is capable of accurately and efficiently predicting the high-dimensional
output fields at arbitrary time instances. The overall integrated methodology is ap-
plied to a highly nonlinear multiphase flow model in geological carbon storage. The
developed algorithm is non-intrusive and can be employed to a wide range of stochastic
problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce a mul-
tiphase flow model as relates to geological carbon storage and define the UQ problem
of interest for a high-dimensional input. In section 3, we present our proposed deep
learning method. In section 4, we evaluate the performance of the model in uncer-
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tainty quantification tasks. Finally, in section 5, a summary is provided together with
a discussion on potential extensions.
2 Problem Formulation
Our focus is the development of a surrogate model for dynamic multiphase prob-
lems that we can use to efficiently propagate the uncertainty associated with hetero-
geneous media properties (e.g., permeability and porosity) to system responses. We
consider multiphase (CO2 as gas and water as liquid) flow and multi-component (H2O,
NaCl, and CO2) transport equations as the GCS model of interest. GCS is a promising
strategy to reduce the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere by injecting it into deep
saline aquifers for permanent storage [Benson and Orr , 2008]. The injection of super-
critical CO2 into a deep geological formation leads to pressure buildup and CO2 plume
evolution. Characterizing the pressure distribution and the CO2 plume migration over
time is crucial for predicting the fate of injected CO2 and for risk assessment of GCS
projects [Birkholzer et al., 2015; Celia et al., 2015; Cihan et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017].
For example, the increase of pressure due to CO2 injection may break the integrity
of the caprock, leading to the escape of injected CO2 and contamination of upper
groundwater aquifers.
2.1 Governing Equations
In GCS modeling, for each component κ, we have a mass conversation equa-
tion [Pruess et al., 1999]
∂Mκ
∂t
= −∇ · Fκ + qκ, (1)
where M is the mass accumulation term, F is the sum of mass flux over phases, and
q denotes sinks and sources. The total mass of component κ is obtained by summing
over phases
Mκ = φ
∑
β
SβρβX
κ
β , (2)
where φ is the porosity, Sβ is the saturation of phase β, ρβ is the density of phase β,
and Xκβ is the mass fraction of component κ present in phase β. In the GCS model,
we do not consider the modular diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion, thus mass
transport only occurs by advection. Similarly, the advective mass flux is a sum over
phases,
Fκ |adv=
∑
β
XκβFβ , (3)
and individual phase fluxes are given by a multiphase version of Darcy’s flow equation:
Fβ = −kkr,βρβ
µβ
(∇Pβ − ρβg). (4)
Here, k is the absolute permeability, kr,β is the relative permeability for phase β, µβ
is the viscosity, and
Pβ = P + Pc,β , (5)
is the fluid pressure in phase β, which is the sum of the pressure P of a reference phase
(usually taken to be the gas phase), and the capillary pressure Pc,β (≤ 0). g is the
gravitational acceleration vector.
2.2 Uncertainty Quantification
When the coefficients of the PDE in equation (1) are treated as random fields, the
solution is no longer deterministic and the underlying equation becomes a stochastic
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PDE. Consequently, it is indispensable to characterize the effect of parametric uncer-
tainty on the solution by means of, e.g., estimating statistical moments of the output
responses. More specifically, let y = η
(
s, t,x (s)
)
denote the solution of equation (1),
i.e., y ∈ Rdy , at spatial location s ∈ S ⊂ Rds (ds = 1, 2, 3), where S is the location
index set, and at the time instant t ∈ T ⊂ R with one realization x (s) ∈ Rdx of the
random input fields {x (s), s ∈ S}. In practice, the numerical simulation is performed
over a set of spatial grid locations S = {s1, . . . , sns} (e.g. grid blocks in finite dif-
ferences approximations) in the physical domain. In this case, the random field x is
discretized over the ns grid points, which results in a high-dimensional vector, denoted
as x, where x ∈ X ⊂ Rdxns . The corresponding response y is solved over S, thus can
be represented as a vector y = η(x, t) ∈ Y ⊂ Rdyns , where t = t1, · · · , tnt are the time
instances considered.
The objective of the classical UQ problem is the estimation of the first two
statistical moments (mean and variance) of the output η(x, t), i.e., the mean,
µ =
∫
Ω
η(x, t)p(x)dx, (6)
and the variance,
σ2 =
∫
Ω
(
η(x, t)− µ)2p(x)dx, (7)
where Ω is the sample space and p(x) is the probability distribution of the random
input field. We are also interested in the probability density function (PDF) of η(x, t).
The MC methods are commonly used to obtain the numerical approximations of the
moments and PDF. Unfortunately, the MC method is computationally intensive be-
cause of its slow convergence rate. In order to accelerate the convergence of MC
simulation (i.e., using fewer model runs), we propose the development of a deep con-
volutional encoder-decoder neural network surrogate that replaces the GCS model
when performing MC simulation.
3 Methods
3.1 Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
Neural networks approximate the input-output relationship η : X → Y through
a hierarchy of layers which are combinations of a set of neurons, as represented by
h(x) = f(x>ω + b), (8)
where h(·) is the output of the neuron, f(·) is a nonlinear activation function, ω
and b are a weight vector of the same dimension as x and a scalar bias, respectively.
Popular choices for h(·) include the rectified linear unit (ReLU), sigmoid function or
the hyperbolic tangent function [Goodfellow et al., 2016]. In this work, the bias is not
considered, thus h(x) = f(x>ω).
In neural networks, the neurons are organized in layers. A deep neural network
is simply a neural network with multiple intermediate (hidden) layers. The output of
the lth layer of the network is given by:
z(l) = hl(z
(l−1)) = fl(W(l)z(l−1)), ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , LNN}, (9)
where fl denotes the activation function of the l
th layer, W(l) ∈ Rdldl−1 is the weight
matrix, dl is the number of neurons in the l
th layer, and LNN is the number of layers
of the neural network. Here, z0 is taken as the input x.
Fully connected neural networks may lead to an extremely large number of net-
work parameters. Convolutional neural networks are commonly used to greatly reduce
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the parameters being learnt [Goodfellow et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018] since they lead
to sparse connectivity and parameter sharing. They are particularly suited for image
processing because they exploit the spatially-local correlation of the data by enforc-
ing a local connectivity pattern between neurons of adjacent layers [Goodfellow et al.,
2016; Gu et al., 2018; Laloy et al., 2017, 2018]. A convolutional layer is composed of
a series of convolution kernels which are used to compute the feature maps that are
essentially matrices. Specifically, when the input is a 2-D image, a convolutional layer,
h , is obtained by employing a series of q = 1, . . . , Nout filters ω
q ∈ Rk′i×k′j , where k′
is referred to as kernel size, to evolve an input pixel xu,v to obtain the feature value
hqu,v(xu,v) at location (u, v) as
hqu,v(xu,v) = f
 k′i∑
i=1
k′j∑
j=1
ωqi,jxu+i,v+j
 . (10)
This results in a convolutional layer h consisting of Nout feature maps, i.e., {hq, q =
0, . . . , Nout}. Two other important parameters for the convolutional layer are the
stride, s, and zero padding, p, which determine the distance between two successive
moves of the filter and the padding of the borders of the input image with zeros for size
preservation, respectively. For square inputs, square kernel size (i.e., k′i = k
′
j = k
′),
same strides and zero padding along both axes, the output feature map size can be
calculated by [Dumoulin and Visin, 2016]
Sout =
⌊
Sin + 2p− k′
s
⌋
+ 1, (11)
where Sin is the input feature map size and b·c denotes the floor function.
3.2 Deep Convolutional Endoder-Decoder Network for Image-to-Image
Regression
We employ a dense fully convolutional encoder-decoder architecture to formu-
late the deep convolutional encoder-decoder network method. The adopted network
architecture has shown a promising performance in efficiently handling the mapping
between high-dimensional inputs and outputs of a steady-state Darcy flow model [Zhu
and Zabaras, 2018]. The surrogate modeling task is transformed into an image-to-
image regression problem by employing an encoder-decoder network structure based
on fully convolutional neural networks. In the following subsections, the image-to-
image regression strategy and a state-of-art architecture based on ‘dense blocks’ are
briefly reviewed for completeness of the presentation. For more details, the interested
reader can refer to Zhu and Zabaras [2018].
3.2.1 Surrogate Modeling as Image-to-Image Regression
In section 2.2, we described the model input-output relationship as a mapping
of the form:
η : X → Y, (12)
where X ⊂ Rdxns and Y ⊂ Rdyns , ns is the number of grid blocks, dx and dy denote
the dimension of the input and output at one grid block, respectively. Assume that the
PDEs defined in equation (1) are solved over 2-D regular grids of size H×W , where H
and W denote the number of grid blocks in the two axes of the spatial domain (height
and width), and ns = H ×W . We can reorganize the input x ∈ Rdxns and output y ∈
Rdyns as image-like data, i.e., x ∈ Rdx×H×W and output y ∈ Rdy×H×W . Therefore, the
surrogate modeling problem is transformed to an image-to-image regression problem,
with the regression function as
η : Rdx×H×W → Rdy×H×W . (13)
–7–
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It is straightforward to generalize to the 3-D spatial domain by adding an extra depth
axis to the images, i.e., x ∈ Rdx×D×H×W and y ∈ Rdy×D×H×W . The image regression
problem here becomes a pixel-wise prediction task, i.e., predicting the outputs at each
grid block. This is solved by employing a convolutional encoder-decoder neural net-
work architecture which shows a good performance in pixel-wise segmentation [Badri-
narayanan et al., 2017] and prediction [Zhu and Zabaras, 2018].
3.2.2 Dense Convolutional Encoder-Decoder Networks
The intuition behind the encoder-decoder architecture for the regression between
two high-dimensional images is to go though a coarse-refine process, i.e., to extract
high-level coarse features from the input images using an encoder, and then refine
the coarse features to output images through a decoder. Since normal deep neural
networks are data-intensive, a densely connected convolutional neural network archi-
tecture called dense block [Huang et al., 2017] is employed in the encoder-decoder
architecture to enhance information (features) propagation through the network and
reduce network parameters, thus to construct accurate surrogate models with limited
training data.
In the dense block, the outputs of each layer are connected with all successor
layers. More specifically, the output z(l) of the lth layer receives all the feature maps
from the previous layers as input:
z(l) = hl([z
(l−1), . . . , z0]), (14)
where [z(l−1), . . . , z0] denote the concatenated output features from layers 0 to l − 1.
The dense block contains two design parameters determining its structure, namely the
number of the layers L within the block and the growth rate K, which is the number
of output features of each single layer. Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of a
dense block with L = 3 and K = 2. It contains three different consecutive operations:
batch normalization (BN) [Ioffe and Szegedy , 2015], followed by ReLU [Goodfellow
et al., 2016] and convolution (Conv) [Al-Rfou et al., 2016].
Figure 1. A dense block with L=3 layers and growth rate K=2. The input to a layer is the
concatenation of the output and input feature maps of the previous layers. Each layer contains
three different consecutive operations: BN, followed by ReLU, and Conv.
The output feature maps of a dense block are then fed into a transition layer. The
transition layer, which is referred to as encoding layer in the encoder and as decoding
layer in the decoder, is placed between two adjacent dense blocks to avoid feature maps
explosion and to change the size of feature maps during the coarse-refine process. It
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halves the size of feature maps in the encoder (i.e., downsampling), while doubles the
size in the decoder (i.e., upsampling). Both the encoding and decoding layers reduce
the number of feature maps. An illustration of the encoding and decoding layers is
given in Figure 2.
Figure 2. (a) An encoding layer and (b) a decoding layer, both of which contain two convo-
lutions (Convs). The first Conv reduces the number of feature maps while keeps their size the
same; the second Conv changes the size of the feature maps but keeps their number the same.
The main difference between (a) and (b) is the type of the second Conv layer, which is Conv for
downsampling and transposed Conv (ConvT) for upsampling, respectively.
The network integrated architecture employed is depicted in Figure 3. The net-
work is fully convolutional without any fully connected layers. Such architectures show
better performance in pixel-wise classification compared to convolutional neural net-
works containing fully connected layers [Long et al., 2015]. In the encoding path, the
input image is fed into the first convolution layer. The extracted feature maps are then
passed through an alternating cascade of dense blocks and encoding layers. The last
encoding layer outputs high-level coarse feature maps, as shown with red boxes, which
are subsequently fed into the decoder. The decoder is composed of an alternation of
dense blocks and decoding layers, with the last decoding layer leading to the output
images.
3.3 Deep Convolutional Encoder-Decoder Network for Approximating
Time-Dependent Outputs
For dynamic systems, it is important to develop a surrogate that allows prediction
of responses at arbitrary time instances. It is certainly computationally inefficient to
construct independently surrogate models for outputs at all time instances of interest.
A computationally attractive alternative is to treat the time t as an input to the
surrogate model and train the surrogate model with the outputs at only a limited
number of time instances. Then the surrogate can potentially make predictions at
time instances different from those used in the training data.
The surrogate for dynamic systems is
yˆi,j = f(xi, tj ;θ),
where yˆi,j ∈ Rdy×H×W is the model prediction at the input xi ∈ Rdx×H×W and
time tj , and θ denotes all the network parameters. The training data is organized as
–9–
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Figure 3. Illustration of the network architecture of the deep convolutional encoder-decoder
network. The encoder operates on the input images to extract a set of high-level coarse feature
maps (red boxes), which are then fed into the decoder to eventually construct the output images.
{(xi, tj ; yi,j)}N,nti=1,j=1 = {(x˜m,ym)}Nntm=1 = (X˜,Y), where yi,j denotes the simulation
output, x˜m = (xi, tj) and m is a re-index for (i, j). Also, N and nt denote the total
number of model runs and time instances when simulation data is stored in each run,
respectively.
The time instance tj is broadcast as an extra feature map and concatenated with
the latent feature maps (as shown with red boxes in Figure 3) extracted from the input
xi since they independently impact the output yi,j .
3.4 Two-Stage Network Training Combining Regression and Segmen-
tation Losses
Training the surrogate amounts to optimize the network parameters θ using
training data with respect to certain loss function. The mean squared error (MSE)
loss for the regression problem is defined as
LMSE(θ; X˜,Y) =
1
Nnt
N∑
i=1
nt∑
j=1
lMSE(θ; x
i, tj ,y
i,j), (15)
where
lMSE(θ; x
i, tj ,y
i,j) = ||f(xi, tj ;θ)− yi,j ||22. (16)
Even though deep neural networks have a robust capacity to model complex
output responses, accurately approximating the discontinuous saturation front in our
multi-phase flow system remains a challenge. We address this problem by augmenting
the original regression task with image segmentation for the output saturation field,
which separates the area with saturation greater than zero from the area with zero
saturation. The training data for segmentation is obtained by binarizing the saturation
field. More specifically, we define the following indicator function pixel-wise:
ζ(Sg) =
{
0, Sg = 0
1, Sg > 0
, (17)
where Sg is the saturation. Given a saturation field, we can obtain a corresponding
binary image with the response value at each pixel being 0 or 1. Figure 4 shows
an example of the saturation field and the corresponding binary image obtained by
–10–
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Figure 4. One example of the saturation field (left) and the corresponding binary image with
the response value at pixels being 0 or 1.
applying equation (17). The discontinuous saturation front in Figure 4a is clearly
reflected by the boundary between 0 and 1 in Figure 4b.
The binary saturation field ζ ∈ R1×H×W is treated as an extra output field of
the forward model. Now the surrogate output becomes
[yˆ, ζˆ] = f(x, t;θ) ∈ R(dy+1)×H×W . (18)
The segmentation output ζˆ is expected to capture the saturation front very well and
thus carries this statistical strength to the original regression task that we are interested
in.
We use the standard binary cross entropy (BCE) loss for this two-class segmen-
tation task with training data (X˜,Z) = {xi, tj ; ζi,j}N,nti=1,j=1
LBCE(θ; X˜,Z) =
1
Nnt
N∑
i=1
nt∑
j=1
lBCE(θ; x
i, tj , ζ
i,j), (19)
where
lBCE(θ; x
i, tj , ζ
i,j) =
1
ns
ns∑
k=1
ζk(x
i) log ζˆk(x
i, tj ;θ) + (1− ζk(xi)) log
(
1− ζˆk(xi, tj ;θ)
)
,
(20)
with ns being the number of pixels in the binary image.
In network training, the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is used as
the optimizer for parameter learning [Goodfellow et al., 2016]. Let J(θ) denote the
loss function. In our model, the network is trained in a two-stage manner for each
epoch:
(1) Train the network using the regularized MSE loss, i.e.,
JMSE(θ) = LMSE(θ; X˜,Y) +
α
2
θ>θ, (21)
where α is the regularization coefficient, also called weight decay.
(2) Using the optimized parameter values in Step (1) as the starting point, optimize
the network parameters based on a combination of the MSE and BCE losses, i.e.,
JMSE,BCE(θ) = LMSE(θ; X˜,Y) + wLBCE(θ; X˜,Z) +
α
2
θ>θ, (22)
where w is a weight balancing the two losses.
In the first stage, the network is trained aiming to accurately approximate the
output fields as a traditional network will do in regression tasks. The second stage aims
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to refine the approximation around the discontinuous saturation front. As mentioned
above, the segmentation loss is attributed to the mismatch in the regions around the
discontinuous front, thus minimization of this loss can promote a further improvement
in the approximation accuracy in those regions.
The SGD algorithms require computing the gradient of the loss J(θ) with respect
to θ. Taking the MSE loss JMSE(θ) as an example, we can write:
−∇θJMSE(θ) = − 1
Nnt
Nnt∑
m=1
∇θLMSE(x˜m,ym,θ). (23)
The computational cost of this operation may be very high when Nnt is large. In
SGD, a minibatch strategy is used to reduce the computational burden, in which
only a minibatch of samples uniformly drawn from the training set (M < Nnt) are
used [Goodfellow et al., 2016]. Then the estimate of the gradient is given as
g = − 1
M
M∑
m=1
∇θLMSE(x˜m,ym,θ). (24)
The SGD then follows the estimated gradient downhill:
θ ← θ + εg, (25)
where ε is the learning rate. Various SGD algorithms are available. The widely used
Adam algorithm [Kingma and Ba, 2014] is adopted in this work.
The two-stage training strategy is summarized in Algorithm 1. Briefly speaking,
in each epoch, all minibatches of the training sample set are utilized to optimize the
network parameters. For each minibatch, the network parameters θ are updated twice:
firstly updated using the gradient of JMSE(θ) (i.e., lines 4 and 5 in Algorithm 1); and
then updated using the gradient of JMSE,BCE(θ) (i.e., lines 6 and 7 in Algorithm 1).
The obtained values are then used as the starting point when using the next minibatch
to update the parameters. In section 4, we will compare the performance of the network
trained using the two-stage training strategy (i.e., Algorithm 1) with the network based
solely on the traditional MSE loss (i.e., the stage one in Algorithm 1). This study will
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage training strategy in handling
discontinuous outputs.
Algorithm 1 Two-stage training strategy to optimize the network parameters θ. The
default network configurations is shown in Figure 6, α = 0.0005, w = 0.01, M = 100,
ε = 0.001, β = (0.9, 0.999)
Require: Encoder-Decoder network configurations, weight decay α, segmentation weight
w, mini-batch size M , Adam hyperparameters ε, β.
1: θ ← θ0 . Initialization
2: for number of epochs do
3: for each minibatch {(x˜m,ym, ζm}Mm=1 of the training sample set do
4: g ← −∇θ
[
1
M
∑M
m=1 lMSE(θ; x˜
m,ym) + α2 θ
>θ
]
. Stage one
5: θ ← Adam(θ,g, ε, β) . ε is subject to learning rate scheduling
6: g ← −∇θ
[
1
M
∑M
m=1(lMSE(θ; x˜
m,ym) +wlBCE(θ; x˜
m, ζm)) + α2 θ
>θ
]
. Stage two
7: θ ← Adam(θ,g, ε, β)
8: end for
9: end for
10: return θ . The optimized θ
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4 Numerical Experiments
4.1 Experiment Setting
4.1.1 GCS Multiphase Flow Model
To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, we apply Algo-
rithm 1 to a synthetic study of a geological carbon storage simulation. The synthetic
model simulates the migration of CO2 within a 2-D domain. As shown in Figure 5,
the 500 m×500 m aquifer domain lies in the x− y plane with a grid size of 10 m and a
thickness of 1 m. The initial pressure is assumed to be 12 MPa with a constant tem-
perature of 45 ◦C and a salinity of 15% by weight. The upper and lower boundaries
are assumed to be with no-flux. The CO2 is injected into the 2-D aquifer at a constant
rate of 0.35 kg/s through 50 injection wells located on the left boundary, while the
right boundary is assumed to be fixed-state with a constant hydraulic pressure. The
forward simulation is performed using TOUGH2/ECO2N [Pruess, 2005; Pruess et al.,
1999] and the hydrogeologic properties used are summarized in Table 1. The van
Genuchten-Mualem relative permeability function [Corey et al., 1954; Mualem, 1976;
van Genuchten, 1980] and van Genuchten capillary pressure function [van Genuchten,
1980] are used. One single simulation with a simulation time of 200 days takes about
11 minutes on a Xeon E5-2660 2.2 GHz CPU.
Figure 5. Realization of the permeability field with a correlation length of λ = 100 m (CO2 is
injected from the cells on the left boundary).
The objective of this benchmark problem is to quantify the uncertainty of the
evolution of the pressure buildup and CO2 saturation in the 50 × 50 cells over time.
It is assumed that the uncertainty is only caused by the random heterogeneous per-
meability field (i.e., dx = 1). The application of the model to problems with multiple
types of random input fields (i.e., dx > 1) is straightforward without requiring any
modifications of the network structure. The pressure response P in this example is
always larger than the initial pressure, i.e., 1.2× 107 Pa, which is too large compared
to the CO2 saturation. This may lead to an unstable neural network approximation,
thus we rescale the pressure values as follows
P ′ =
P
107
− 1.2. (26)
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Table 1. Parameters for TOUGH2/ECO2N Numerical Simulations
CO2 injection rate 0.35 kg/s
Reference permeability, kref 2.5× 10−13 m2
Porosity (constant) 0.2
Initial pressure 12 MPa
Temperature (isothermal) 45 ◦C
Salinity 0.15
Relative permeability
Irreducible water saturation 0.2
Irreducible gas saturation 0.05
Pore size distribution index 0.457
Capillary pressure
Irreducible water saturation 0.0
Pore size distribution index 0.457
Air entry pressure 1.961× 104 Pa
In TOUGH2, the permeability heterogeneity is specified by assigning a perme-
ability modifier α to each cell i, i.e.,
ki = αikref , (27)
here kref = 2.5× 10−13 m2 is the reference permeability. The log-permeability field is
assumed to be a Gaussian random field, thus the permeability modifier
α(s) = exp(G(s)), G(·) ∼ N(m,C(·, ·)). (28)
Here, m = 0 is the constant mean and an exponentiated quadratic covariance function
is used, i.e.,
C(s, s′) = σ2G exp(
−‖s − s′‖2
λ
), (29)
where s and s′ are two arbitrary locations in the domain, and σ2G = 0.5 and λ = 100
m are the variance and correlation length, respectively. Note that if this random
field is parameterized using the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion [Zhang and Lu, 2004], ≈
800 expansion terms will be needed to preserve ≈ 95% of the field variance. In the
numerical examples, we directly treat the permeability at each spatial grid as an
uncertain variable without using any dimensionality reduction methods, leading to an
input dimension of 2500 (thus all pixel values of the permeability field are taken as
uncorrelated).
One random realization of the permeability field is shown in Figure 5 and snap-
shots of the corresponding simulated pressure and CO2 saturation at 3 time instances
(100, 150, and 200 days) after CO2 injection are respectively shown in the first rows of
Figure 8. It is observed that the pressure evolves relatively smoothly as it is generally
insensitive to small-scale variability of the permeability [Kitanidis, 2015]. In contrast,
the permeability heterogeneity shows a significant influence on the migration of CO2.
The saturation displays a complicated spatial variability (strongly nonlinear) and a
sharp (discontinuous) front moving at varying speed. This strong nonlinearity and
front discontinuity make the development of a surrogate model quite a challenging
task.
4.1.2 Neural Network Design and Performance Evaluation Metrics
For the design of the network architecture, we follow the guidelines provided
in Zhu and Zabaras [2018] and employ the most promising configuration which is il-
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lustrated in Figure 6 with more details on the parameter settings listed in Table 2.
The number of initial feature maps after the first convolution layer is 48. The time t
enters the network as an extra feature map of the latent space after the last encoding
layer. The network contains three dense blocks with L = 4, 9, and 4 internal layers,
and a constant growth rate K = 24. The convolution kernels are fixed to be k′7s2p3
for the first convolution layer, where the value for each parameter is denoted by the
number to the right of the corresponding symbol, k′3s1p1 in the convolutional lay-
ers within the dense block, k′1s1p0 and k′3s2p1 for the first and second convolution
layers, respectively, in both of the encoding and decoding layers, and k′4s2p1 for the
transposed convolution layer in the last decoding layer.
We are interested in the spatiotemporal evolution of the pressure and saturation
fields between 100 and 200 days after CO2 injection. Thus we collect the output pres-
sure and CO2 saturation at 6 time instances (100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and 200 days) to
train the network. There are 3 feature maps (i.e., the pressure field and the saturation
field together with its corresponding binary representation image) in the output of the
last layer (i.e., [yˆ, ζˆ] = f(x, t) ∈ R3×50×50). The sigmoid function is employed as the
activation of the output layer to embed the prior knowledge that the saturation and
rescaled pressure take values between 0 and 1. The initial learning rate ε = 0.001,
weight decay α = 0.0005, batch size M = 100, and binary segmentation loss weight
w = 0.01. We also use a learning rate scheduler which drops 10 times on plateau of
the root mean squared error. The network is trained for 200 epochs.
Figure 6. The network configuration used in the numerical examples. It contains three dense
blocks with L = 4, 9, and 4 internal layers, and a constant growth rate K = 24. There are two
downsampling layers (Conv and Encoding), thus the dimension of the high-level coarse feature
maps is 13 × 13. The input time t enters the network as an extra feature map (the blue box) of
the high-level coarse feature maps.
To evaluate the quality of the trained surrogate model, we consider two commonly
used metrics, i.e., the coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean squared error
(RMSE). The R2 metric is defined as
R2 = 1−
∑N
i=1 ||yi − yˆi||22∑N
i=1 ||yi − y¯||22
, (30)
where N is the number of samples, yi and yˆi are the TOUGH2 and deep network
predicted outputs, respectively, and y¯ = 1/N
∑N
i=1 y
i. The RMSE metric is written
as
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
||yi − yˆi||22. (31)
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Table 2. Network architecture. Nout denotes the number of output feature maps, and Hf ×Wf
denotes the spatial dimension of the feature map.
Layers Nout Resolution Hf ×Wf
Input 1 50× 50
Convolution (k′7s2p3) 48 25× 25
Dense Block 1 (K24L4) 144 25× 25
Encoding Layer 72 13× 13
Dense Block 2 (K24L9) 289 13× 13
Decoding Layer 1 144 25× 25
Dense Block 3 (K24L4) 240 25× 25
Decoding Layer 2 3 50× 50
TheR2 metric is a normalized error enabling the comparison between different datasets,
with the score closer to 1.0 corresponding to better surrogate quality, while RMSE is
a metric commonly used for monitoring the convergence of both the training and test
errors during the training process.
4.2 Results
In this section, we assess the performance of our model in approximating the time-
dependent multi-output of the geological carbon storage multiphase flow system in the
case of high-dimensionality and response discontinuity. The approximation accuracy
of the model is evaluated using 500 randomly selected permeability test samples. To
evaluate the significance of using the MSE-BCE loss in training our model, we also
compare our results with those obtained from a network with the same architecture and
training data but using only the MSE loss. Such a network has only two output images
(the pressure and CO2 saturation fields). To distinguish between this network and our
proposed network, we refer to them as the network with MSE loss and the network with
MSE-BCE loss, respectively. The results obtained in uncertainty quantification tasks
using our deep network based model are compared to those computed with vanilla
MC.
4.2.1 Approximation Accuracy Assessment
To illustrate the convergence of the approximation error with respect to the
training sample size, we generate four training sample sets with 400, 800, 1200, and
1600 model evaluations. Figure 7a plots the RMSE decay with the number of epochs
during the training process. The model is trained on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080
Ti X GPU which requires about 900− 2500 seconds for training 200 epochs when the
training sample size varies from 400 to 1600. Each sample includes system responses
at nt = 6 time instances as discussed in section 4.1.2. It is observed that the RMSE
starts to stabilize after 150 epochs in all cases. The R2 score for the test dataset for
each surrogate with different training dataset sizes is shown in Figure 7b. The figure
shows that with only 400 training samples the model achieves a relatively high R2 value
of 0.913 for a problem with 2500 stochastic input dimensions and in the presence of
response discontinuity. When increasing the samples size to 1600, the model achieves
a R2 value of 0.976.
Figure 7b clearly demonstrates that the model using the MSE-BCE loss achieves
a higher R2 value for a given dataset size than the network trained with the MSE loss.
With 400 training samples, the network with MSE loss only achieves a R2 value of
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0.869, much lower than that of the MSE-BCE loss based network (0.913). As more
training samples are available, the difference between the R2 scores of the networks
for the two loss functions decreases. The results indicate that the MSE-BCE loss
training strategy substantially improves the model’s performance in approximating
the multiphase flow GCS model especially when the training sample size is small.
Figure 7. (a) RMSE decay with the number of epochs when training the network with MSE-
BCE loss using different training sample sizes. (b) Comparison of the R2 scores of networks
trained with MSE and MSE-BCE losses evaluated on 500 test samples with the number of train-
ing samples.
The performance of our model in accurately approximating the multiphase flow
model is further illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, which depict a comparison of the pres-
sure and CO2 saturation fields at 100, 150, and 200 days predicted by TOUGH2 and
our network model using 400 and 1600 training samples, respectively. These predic-
tions refer to the permeability realization shown in Figure 5 that is randomly selected
from the test set. In both cases, the model as expected achieves higher approximation
accuracy for the relatively smooth pressure field than for the strongly nonlinear and
discontinuous saturation field. Even when using only 400 training samples, the model
is capable of capturing the nonlinear pressure field. It also reproduces the front discon-
tinuity at all three time instances although with a higher approximation error. These
are well-recognized challenges for other surrogate models [Liao and Zhang , 2013, 2014;
Xiu and Hesthaven, 2005]. The relatively large approximation error of the model when
using 400 training samples is mainly caused by the large error in the approximation
of the saturation front. When increasing the training sample size to 1600, as shown in
Figure 9, the model provides better characterization of the local nonlinear features as
well as of the position of the saturation front.
Note that our model was trained with output data at 6 time instances including
100 and 200 days but not 150 days. It is clear that visually there is no significant
difference between the approximation errors at time instances when training data
were provided and other interpolated time instances in particular t = 150 days. The
model capability to accurately predict the time evolution of the output fields is further
illustrated in Figure 10 which depicts the predicted pressure and CO2 saturation fields
at 21 time instances ranging every 5 days from 100 to 200 days. We can see that the
model provides good approximation at all time instances. The prediction errors at the
time instances when training data were provided (100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 days) are
similar to those in the remaining predictions at 15 time instances. Thus by treating
the time as an input and training with output data at only a limited number of time
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Figure 8. Snapshots of the pressure (left) and CO2 saturation (right) fields at 100, 150, and
200 days predicted by TOUGH2 (y) and the network with MSE-BCE loss (yˆ) for the testing per-
meability realization shown in Figure 5. We run TOUGH2 for 400 training permeabilty samples
and use the corresponding outputs at 6 time instances (100, 120, . . . , 200 days) to train the net-
work. Note the accuracy of the model prediction at 150 days when no training data are provided.
Figure 9. Snapshots of the pressure (left) and CO2 saturation (right) fields at 100, 150, and
200 days predicted by TOUGH2 (y) and the network with MSE-BCE loss (yˆ) for the permeabil-
ity field shown in Figure 5 using 1600 training samples with model outputs at 6 time instances
(100, 120, . . . , 200 days). The model outputs at 150 days are not considered when training the
network.
instances, the model is capable of approximating the time-dependent multi-output of
the dynamic system efficiently.
Figure 11 shows the predictions of the MSE loss based model with 400 training
samples for the same output fields shown in Figure 8. Comparing with Figure 8, it
can be seen that visually there is no significant difference in the pressure and satura-
tion fields approximation errors between the two models except near the saturation
front. However, it is observed that the MSE-BCE loss based model provides better
characterizations for the saturation front positions than the MSE loss based model.
This is demonstrated in Figure 12 which compares the binary images obtained from
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Figure 10. Computed and reference time-dependent outputs at several time instances. The
model is trained with MSE-BCE loss using 1600 samples with the output pressure (P ′) and CO2
saturation (Sg) at only 6 time instances (100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 days). The corresponding
permeability field (not shown) is randomly selected from the test dataset. Pˆ ′ and Sˆg denote the
predictions of the network.
binarizing the saturation fields in Figures 8 and 11 using equation (17). The pixels
with value 1 reflect the distribution of CO2 plume and the edges between pixels with
values 1 and 0 correspond to the positions of the saturation front. It is observed that
the model with the MSE-BCE loss function provides more accurate prediction for the
positions of the saturation front. For surrogate modeling of the saturation field, un-
derestimating (overestimating) the position of the discontinuous saturation front will
lead to an underestimation (overestimation) of the saturation in the regions between
the predicted and actual fronts, resulting in large approximation errors.
Figure 13 shows the predictions of the MSE-BCE loss function deep network
model trained with four different datasets for the binary image at t = 200 days shown
in the upper right of Figure 12. For the four cases, the approximations for the binary
image are rather accurate except near the saturation front. The BCE loss is mostly
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Figure 11. Snapshots of the pressure (left) and CO2 saturation (right) fields at 100, 150,
and 200 days predicted by TOUGH2 (y) and the network with MSE loss (yˆ) for the permeabil-
ity field shown in Figure 5 using 400 training samples with model outputs at 6 time instances
(100, 120, . . . , 200 days). The model outputs at 150 days are not considered when training the
network.
Figure 12. Binary images showing the distribution of the CO2 saturation plumes obtained
from binarizing the saturation fields in Figures 11 (on the left, using MSE loss) and 8 (on the
right, using MSE-BCE loss) using equation (17). Sg and Sˆg denote the CO2 saturation predicted
by TOUGH2 and the network, respectively.
induced by the approximation errors in regions around the saturation front and consid-
ering it in addition to the standard MSE loss promotes a more accurate approximation
of the discontinuous front.
In the above experiments, the BCE loss weight w was chosen as 0.01. This
weight decides the influence of the BCE loss on the hybrid loss in equation (22). It is
understandable that a lager w will promote a better approximation of the discontinuous
saturation front. However, our objective in surrogate modeling of multiphase flow
models is not only to accurately characterize the discontinuous saturation front, but
more importantly to provide globally accurate approximation for the entire output
fields. The value of w should be chosen carefully. To investigate the influence of w on
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Figure 13. Predictions of the network with MSE-BCE loss trained using four datasets for the
binary image at t = 200 days shown in the upper right of Figure 12. (ζ− ζˆ) denotes the difference
between the predictions of TOUGH2 and the network.
the performance of our method, we test five different values of w ranging from 0.001
to 0.1. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 14, which depicts the R2 scores
and RMSEs of networks with different w values evaluated on 500 test samples. It is
observed that among the five surrogates the one with w = 0.01 performs best, and
that the performance decreases when increasing or reducing the weight. We further
analyze the decay of the values of the MSE loss and weighted BCE loss during the
training process. As shown in Figure 15, the network with w = 0.01 has similar MSE
and weighted BEC loss values during the training process, thus putting similar weights
on global regression of the output fields and approximation of the saturation front. In
contrast, the networks with w = 0.001 and 0.1 focus more on global regression (larger
MSE loss than weighted BCE loss) and local refinement (larger weighted BCE loss
than MSE loss), respectively. According to these results, a value w is recommended
that equally weighs the MSE and BCE losses.
Figure 14. R2 scores and RMSEs of the network with MSE-BCE loss evaluated on 500 test
samples with different BCE loss weights w. The networks are trained using 400 training samples.
Recall that we use a dense fully convolutional encoder-decoder network architec-
ture in our method to transform the surrogate modeling task to an image-to-image
regression problem. The above results indicate that, first of all, the method shares
the good property of CNNs in image processing, making it robust in handling high-
dimensional input and output fields (images). Secondly, the use of deep neural net-
works provides high flexibility and robust capability for surrogate modeling of strongly
nonlinear and discontinuous responses. In addition, it was shown that treating time
as an additional input to the network, the model can efficiently provide prediction
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Figure 15. MSE and weighted BCE losses decay with the number of epochs when training
the network with different BCE loss weight w using 400 training samples.
of time-dependent outputs of dynamic systems at any time instance. Finally, the
densely connected convolutional network architecture (i.e., dense block) was shown
to substantially enhance the exploitation of local information of data and improve
the feature flow through the network, which has also been illustrated in Huang et al.
[2017] and Zhu and Zabaras [2018]. As a result, the developed model was able to pro-
vide relatively good approximation with limited training samples effectively resolving
the three challenges associated with surrogate modeling of multi-phase flow models
discussed in section 1.
Figure 16. Mean fields of pressure (left) and CO2 saturation (right) obtained by MC sam-
pling (µ) and the network with MSE-BCE loss (µˆ) at 3 time instances (100, 150, 200 days) after
CO2 injection. The numbers of model runs needed by MC and for the training of network are
20000 and 1600, respectively.
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4.2.2 Uncertainty modeling
In this section, we test our model’s effectiveness and efficiency in addressing
UQ tasks for the GCS model. The MSE-BCE loss based network model is trained
with 1600 samples. Uncertainty quantification is performed using MC approximations.
Monte Carlo sampling is conducted on the cheap-to-evaluate surrogate instead of the
computationally intensive GCS model. This means that the deep network is used as a
full replacement of the GCS model and thus no extra model evaluations are required.
The computational cost is mainly from the evaluation of the 1600 training samples
needed for the surrogate construction. We randomly generate 20000 MC realizations
by direct GCS model runs to compute the reference statistics. We use the deep network
and TOUGH2 to predict the system response for the same input realizations when
performing UQ. In this way, the possible inaccuracy in the UQ solution will only be
caused by the approximation error of the surrogate model.
Figure 17. Variance of pressure (left) and CO2 saturation (right) obtained by MC sampling
(σ2) and the network with MSE-BCE loss ((σˆ2)) at 3 time instances (100, 150, 200 days) after
CO2 injection. The numbers of model runs needed by MC and for the training of network are
20000 and 1600, respectively.
Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the mean and variance of the pressure and CO2
saturation fields at 100, 150, and 200 days, respectively. As CO2 is injected from the
left boundary with an equal injection rate for all cells, the isolines of mean fields are
approximately parallel to the y-axis (Figure 16) and as expected much smoother than
those corresponding to a single permeability realization. However, the variance of the
CO2 saturation around the front is relatively large with large gradients because of the
presence of the discontinuity. It can be seen that both the mean and variance fields
predicted by the model including those at time instances (e.g., 150 days) where no
training data were provided are very close to the reference solutions.
Next, we look at the PDFs of the pressure and CO2 saturation. Figures 18 and 19
show the PDFs of pressure and CO2 saturation at 3 times instances at locations (120
m, 250 m) and (140 m, 100 m), respectively. We also plot the estimated PDFs from
MC sampling using the same number (i.e., 1600) of model executions as we used in
the network training. This would allow us to compare the accuracy of these two
estimators that have the same cost in terms of needed data versus the reference MC
solution obtained with 20, 000 samples. We observe that, for the pressure, the PDFs
obtained from the surrogate model at all 3 time instances are almost identical to the
reference solution. In addition, the bimodal nature of the PDFs of CO2 saturation is
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Figure 18. PDFs of pressure (P ′) and CO2 saturation (Sg) at location (120 m, 250 m) at
100, 150, and 200 days. The numbers of model runs needed by MC and the surrogate method are
shown in parenthesis.
successfully captured. The slight mismatch is mainly caused by the error in predicting
the location of the discontinuity front. Again, the accuracy of the PDFs at the time
instance where no training data were provided (e.g., 150 days) is visually the same to
that at the training time instances (i.e., 100 and 200 days). Note that to obtain an
almost identical result to the reference solution, the deep network-based MC simulation
only uses 1600 model runs for surrogate construction. On the other hand, with the
same 1600 model runs, the traditional MC obtains the estimated PDFs that show a
large approximation error (the blue dot dash lines) especially for the bimodal PDFs
of saturation.
Figure 19. PDFs of pressure (P ′) and CO2 saturation (Sg) at location (140 m, 100 m) at
100, 150, and 200 days. The numbers of model runs needed by MC and the surrogate method are
shown in parenthesis.
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The model’s performance in capturing the bimodal PDFs of saturation is further
illustrated in Figures 20 and 21, which depict the PDFs of CO2 saturation at four
locations along the y-axis at the time instances 200 and 150 days, respectively. It
is observed that the model accurately reproduces the bimodal PDFs at both time
instances. By treating the time as an additional input and training the network with
the outputs at a limited number of time instances, the model can make predictions
at arbitrary time instances, enabling the characterization of dynamic systems. The
results indicate that the proposed method can efficiently provide accurate solutions of
UQ for the dynamic multiphase flow GCS model in the case of high-dimensionality
and response discontinuity.
Figure 20. PDFs of CO2 saturation (Sg) at four locations at 200 days. The numbers of
model runs needed by MC and the surrogate method are shown in parenthesis.
Figure 21. PDFs of CO2 saturation (Sg) at four locations at 150 days. The numbers of
model runs needed by MC and the surrogate method are shown in parenthesis. Note that no
training data have been provided at 150 days.
5 Conclusions
Surrogate methods are used widely to alleviate the large computational burden
associated with uncertainty quantification. However, there are situations that hinder
their application to transient multi-phase flow problems due to the high-dimensionality
and response discontinuity. In this study, a new deep convolutional neural network
approach is proposed for such dynamic problems using an encoder-decoder network
architecture that transformed the surrogate modeling problem to an image-to-image
regression problem. The encoder is used to extract the underlying features from the
high-dimensional input images (fields) which are subsequently used by the decoder to
reconstruct the output images (responses). In order to address the need for big data
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in training deep learning models, a dense fully convolutional neural network (CNN)
structure is employed. It is well-suitable for image processing since it substantially
strengthens the information flow through the network. The deep network structure
based on CNNs implicitly reduces the input dimensionality through a series of inherent
nonlinear projections of the input into high-level coarse feature maps while providing
a robust capability to handle complex output responses.
In addition, a training strategy combining a regression loss and a segmentation
loss is introduced in order to better approximate the discontinuous saturation field.
The segmentation loss is mostly induced by the mismatch in regions around the discon-
tinuous saturation front, thus facilitating a better approximation of the discontinuity.
To address the dynamic nature of the problem, time is treated as an extra input to the
network that is trained using model outputs at a limited number of time instances.
The performance of the method developed is demonstrated using a geological
carbon storage process-based multiphase flow model with 2500 uncertain input pa-
rameters. The results indicate that the image-to-image regression strategy is robust in
handling problems with high-dimensional input and output fields with discontinuous
response. The method successfully reproduces the saturation discontinuity and pro-
vides accurate approximations of the pressure and saturation fields. Moreover, it is able
to characterize the time-dependent multi-output of the dynamic system at arbitrary
time instances. The application of the method in addressing uncertainty quantification
tasks for the GCS model showed that the deep network based surrogate model can
achieve comparably accurate results to those obtained with traditional Monte Carlo
sampling but at a much higher efficiency requiring significantly fewer GCS model runs.
It is worth noting that the ability of the deep network approach to model the
dynamic behavior of complex systems is not only useful for uncertainty quantification
problems but also holds promise for experimental design tasks or for the solution of
inverse problems [e.g., Zhang et al., 2015, 2016]. The model presented can be extended
to multiple input fields (e.g. permeability and porosity) without any modifications of
the network architecture. Its potential use as a surrogate model for many complex
systems beyond groundwater multi-phase flows remains to be explored.
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